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Meet our team.
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Hardware

Something for everyone.
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OEM

Bring your ideas to life.
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Code Solutions

Bringing industry-leading data capture to customers in 100 countries.
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Why Code?

For 20+ years, we’ve supported customers in nearly every industry, tailoring our scanning solutions to overcome unique challenges. Get industry-leading features backed by unparalleled support for your data
 capture needs.




learn more 
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Solutions in Action
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Samsung





needed performance without sacrificing mobility


“


Code’s CortexDecoder is the forward-thinking solution that we were looking for in our mobile headquarters. It is pivotal that our engineers have the flexibility of mobile scanning with no loss in performance, therefore having the option to turn our own mobile devices into high-performing readers was the superior decision.





read more
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Cizgi Teknoloji





wanted to speed customers along their way


“


The biggest reason we use Code Corp in all of our projects is superior and faster reading ability than their competitors. Speed and accuracy in Medical and Transportation solutions are the most important factors that determine the success of the product.





read more
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ZiuZ Medical





sought great scanning with premium support


“


CortexDecoder provides the scan performance we have been looking for. Not only did the decoder perform better in our machines than we expected, but the customer support provided by Code made choosing their decoder even easier.





read more
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FutureProof Retail





wanted a way to scan even damaged labels


“


In-store labels are often faded, or there’s leakage or holes in the actual label. Code reduced the mis-scans with those products. The whole checkout process became a lot more seamless, with adoption.





read more
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Snabble





had a list including speed & low false positives


“


We tested five different implementations; the CortexDecoder was one of the best and most cost-effective solutions among the competing brands. Our tech team tested the libraries and evaluated them for the most important criteria of speed, dedication, robustness, low rate of false positives, and, of course, pricing.





read more
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CompuSystems





had a need for speed


“


Speed is most important. We often need to scan 200+ people within a matter of minutes, so we needed to make a consumer-grade phone or tablet scan as fast as a laser scanner. Code’s CortexDecoder was the clear winner.





read more
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Nomitri





was shopping for offline flexibility


“


We wanted to make sure that the barcode scanning software is a standalone solution. Code was the one that offers this functionality of working offline, which we thought was great, because that gives us so much more flexibility; plus, the performance is always very good.





read more
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imZERT





required accuracy & speed for their tiny codes


“


CortexDecoder on a regular smartphone easily decodes imZERT barcodes down to 2mm2; with some attention to detail, even 1mm2 can be scanned directly. It can also recognize the quality of the barcode in one millisecond; it's
that good.





read more
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Q4Tech





required high accuracy at high speed


“


Speed was the number one criterion and, of course, accuracy. And that’s how Code’s CortexDecoder became part of the solution. Since implementation, we’ve never had any complaints about its performance.





read more
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Shopreme





was shopping for performance & scalability


“


We chose the CortexDecoder because we saw that the technology is at the top level of the industry and far exceeds our own performance goals. The license model also allows us to scale easily and is well-suited to how we work with our customers.





read more
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Rush University Hospital







“


CortexDecoder for Epic Rover's scanning is reliable, quick, and accurate and enables Rush to use the five rights of medication administration: right patient, right medication, right dose, and right route at the right time. This technology will help to reduce the chance of medication harm and decrease the cost of care.





read more


















Code solutions have also made a difference in
 many other customer workflows.

Discover how 


















We're not the only ones 

excited
happy
thrilled

 about Code products...


Thousands of customers in 100 countries rely on Code.
Meet some of our partners.
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Latest News
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11
Dec















Code, by Brady Announces Seamless Integration of Magicard, by Brady, Secure ID Printers and Code Barcode Scanners



Code adds Magicard Secure ID printers to its AIDC portfolio.






read more 
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Feb








Emily Scales of Code Corporation Captures Coveted 2022 CRN Channel Chief Recognition



CRN, a brand of The Channel Company, has recognized Scales talent and hard work in the channel by naming her to its 2022 Channel Chiefs list. CRN’s annual Channel Chiefs project identifies top IT channel vendor executives who continually demonstrate expertise, influence and innov...






read more 
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Code Corporation Launches New EMEA Channel Partner Programme



Code Corporation announces the launch of the EMEA Code Alliance Channel Partner Programme to develop relationships and nurture strategic partners throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa. Code's new programme features industry-leading benefits such as partner-exclusive prici...






read more 
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Code Expands North American Channel Program to Meet the Growing Demand for Data Capture and Barcode Scanning Technology



Code announced today it is enhancing and expanding the Code Alliance USA partner program to align with and empower its partners’ capabilities and business models and accelerate their profitability. “Innovation is in the DNA of Code Corporation, and we are bringing that to the sur...






read more 
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Code Corporation Streamlines Barcode Scanning for CoronaPass and ID Proof in The Netherlands



Code announces its barcode scanning technology is used with ScanID’s CheckScan solution to considerably speed up the process of checking a visitor’s CoronaPass (coronavirus entry pass) and ID Proof, verifying the visitor has been vaccinated against, have recovered from an infecti...






read more 
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Scott Jackson named as Product Manager Focusing on Industrial Applications



Code announced it has hired Scott Jackson as Product Manager in the industrial market. “We are excited to see our product management team grow as we expand our capabilities for helping companies around the world meet data capture technologies to meet increasingly complex challeng...






read more 
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Code Names Expert Channel Marketing Manager to Expand EMEA Partner Growth



SALT LAKE CITY--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- September 15, 2021 – Code Corporation, a global leader in barcode scanning and data capture technologies, today announced Hilde De Bisschop has joined the company as a Senior Channel Marketing Manager. “Hilde is a highly talented industry veteran...






read more 
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Code Launches Disinfectant-Ready CR7010 Battery Backup Case to Increase Utility of Mobile Device Scanning



Code Corp. has released the Code Reader™ 7010 (CR7010) battery backup case. This case is designed for the mobile workforce. It not only doubles the battery life of an iPhone, but also allows for full clinical sanitization protocols without fear of destroying the smartphone with h...






read more 
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Code Corporation Launches CodeQR, Secure Smartphone QR Code Reader



Code Corporation announced it has released CodeQR, a safe and secure smartphone QR code reader app that is free for download on the App Store or Google Play. CodeQR is a free app to scan QR and UPC barcodes. The app stands apart from other barcode scanning apps by safeguarding da...






read more 
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Brady Corporation Acquires Code Corp.



Brady Corporation (NYSE: BRC) (“Brady”) today completed the acquisition of The Code Corporation for approximately $173 million. Brady will fund the transaction with cash on hand and borrowings on its existing revolving line of credit. Code specializes in high-performance barcode...
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See more Code news  











 



Get in Touch





NEWSLETTER



Stay current on our always evolving product features and technology. Enter your email address and subscribe to our short once weekly newsletter.



SUBSCRIBE NOW!
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EMEA & APAC


	Tolnasingel 1 2411 PV,
Bodegraven, The Netherlands 
	+31 172-636-865
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